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Campus forum

In Arts & Variety

Netters sail

With the added security on campus, do
you feel safer?
W N NA STATE UNIVE S TY L BRARY

WSU students take
part in Fastenal's
future.

Women's tennis (5-0
NSIC) is on its way
to a conference
championship.
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Women's
center busy
during april

No tuition hike
may equal cuts
tuition revenue, leaving the University with approximately a $362,427
remaining deficit. Student Senator
Mike Kurowski pointed out that at a
cost of about $3000 per class, there
could still be 44 class sections eliminated even with a tuition increase.
Student Senate President Scott
Kluver has discussed the fiscal year
By Jennifer Gonda
1998 budget planning scenario with
News Reporter
the rest of the student senate.
The expected FY98 planning apMost people know by now that
propriation
is at $22,138,606, while
Winona State University's adminisFY98
planning
tuition revenue is only
tration has proposed a five percent
$16,391,578.
Assumptions were
tuition increase to take effect in the
fall of 1997. Without this increase, it made based on fiscal year 1997 apis likely that adjunct professors and propriation base, with appropriate adsome class sections would have to be justments for semester conversion,
Electronic Academy Grant, misceleliminated.
Specifics have not yet been ob- laneous improvements and several
tained concerning which professors other expected reductions in approor departments would be affected by priations.
Revenue sources such as a pendthese cuts.
Of this five percent increase, only ing Minnesota legislative proposal
a three percent difference from this and performance funding would deyear would actually_ be felt by stu- _ fray part of this deficit. Without some
dents. The reason for this is a two other source of appropriation, this
„percent su, charge students paid this would leave the university with an
year was passed as a one-year in- estimated deficit of $714,427 for
crease, which would expire next fall. FY98.
If the tuition increase does not
If a tuition increase is not passed for
pass,
a potential 205 class sections
next year, students would actually be
could
be eliminated.
paying two percent less than they did
In
response
to student tution conthis year.
cerns,
the
senate
voted to hold stuThe proposed increase would not
affect students that live in states with dent forums on the topic. Kluver proreciprocity agreements, including posed tentative dates of April 21 and
Wisconsin, North Dakota and South 22.
Some members of the senate exDakota. These students pay tuition
according to rates in their home states. pressed concern that it would not be
A Minnesota resident, taking 16 wise to present incomplete informacredits per quarter, would end up tion based on assumptions to the stupaying $73.44 more for the entire dent body. Senate treasurer Tracy
year with a five percent increase. Coenen believes that "forums should
This amounts to about $24.52 per be held at a later date when we will
know the exact ramifications if tuquarter.
More than a five percent increase ition is not increased."
Any questions on this matter
would not be legal.
should
be directed toward student
This tuition increase would
senators.
amount to an additional $352,000 in

By Michelle Wolf
News Reporter

Classes and
professors are
likely victims

Joshua Smith/Asst. Photo editor

The future site of the new Maxwell Library. The new library is scheduled to be completed in the
Fall of 1999.

Library to be built by 1999
Plans must be approved before building may begin
By Steve McFarland
News Reporter
Architects at Bentz, Thompson
and Rietow are finalizing the construction document for Winona State
University's new library, said John
Burros, facilities management director.
Burros speculates that the plans
will be ready for inspection by May
15. The plans will then be reviewed
by consultants at Winona State.
After the plans pass through this
stage, they will be sent to a team of
consultants working for the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities.
Burros fears a delay at that point
in time.
"That's where the process runs
amuck," Burros said. "MnSCU says
that this will only take seven weeks,
but in the past they have taken as long
as 11 months. We will be in big
trouble if that happens."

Unexpected.delays potwithstand-,
ing, the library should be started in
September of 1998, and completed
near April or May of that year, said
Burros.
May would be timely for moving
the library's collection in time for it
to be in full use by fall of 1999, but the
September start-up date has some
logistical problems, Burros said.
"We would be digging in June if
'.'.'c had a choice," said Burros. "It
ould be easier to do all the excavating when there aren't as many stu-

dents around. We're forced into a
difficult situation."
MnSCU's consultant team consists of approximately five or six
architects who specialize in different aspects of the building.
Burros said that this part of the
process is long because MnSCU's
consultants are busy with their own
architectural businesses.
The overall budget for the new
library is $18 million, with
$13,462,000 of that going toward
construction costs.

Steps to a new library
•Architects must finalize construction plans
• Consultants at Winona State University must
review plans
• Consultants for MnSCU must review plans
• Construction may begin by September 1998

April is Sexual Assault Awareness month and the Women's Resource Center of Winona is busy planning activities for the month.
"It's a really active month for the
Women's Resource Center," said
Crisis Services Coordinator Heather
Arent.
This month workers of the center
are putting up posters about sexual
assault around Winona State University and the city.
At the end of the month the center
is holding a survivor's vigil. The center encourages sexual assault survivors to share stories, poetry or artwork at the vigil.
The spring training for advocates
also begins this month. Advocates
put in 40 hours of training throughout
the month to provide services for
sexual assault victims and battered
women. Advocates are then on-call
three times a month.
"It's very time consuming." said
Sandra Bennett, Winona State English professor.
Bennett, one of the women who
founded the center in 1977, has served
on the center's board of directors and
volunteered for other activities.
The women who founded the center saw the need for a program for
women who were victims of sexual
assault and domestic abuse in
Winona, said Bennett.
The center' s advocates come from
the community and from the university.
"I know that we [WSU] have a lot
of people who are members," said
Bennett.
WSU students and faculty usually
volunteer at the center because they
are concerned about abuse and violence in society, added Arent.

see Center, page 3

WSU future
Q&A to be
may belong held for
in laptops
candidates

FIRE LIGHTS UP NIGHT SKY

By Amanda Samuelson
News Reporter

Jackie Jodynak/Photo editor

The flames from the granary fire Thursday night lit up the sky for miles. The fire was still burning late Friday afternoon.
Arson is suspected as the cause, but the fire is still under investigation.

The issue of whether or not
Winona State University will be a
laptop university any time soon is
still being researched.
According to Student Senate Treasurer Tracy Coenen, the cost of the
plan for the university depends on the
type of laptop computers purchased
as well as the number of computers
that Winona State purchases.
It has not been determined if the
laptop university would lead to an
increase in tuition for students. The
aid or grants from the state level and
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) are also being explored as a possible source of revenue.
The laptop university plan would
allow students to lease a laptop computer from the university for a period
of time and then, when finished with
it, the students can return the computer for a refund or buy it from the
university.

Monday, April 14, a question
and answer session will be held
for the students running for positions in the Student Senate Primary elections. The candidates
for president and vice-president
will be at the session.
The session will be held on
the patio outside the Smaug from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. In case of inclement weather, the session will
be held in the Smaug. Each candidate will be allowed opening
and closing statements as well
as the chance to answer questions from the student body.
All students are invited to
attend the session with any and
all questions for the candidates.
A reminder goes out to all students to not deface any campaign materials on campus as
doing so can result in disciplinary action.
Please direct all questions to
Tim Greenway in the Student
Senate Office at 457-5544.

Winonan
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News Briefs
t

Club Budget Hearings
Where: Conference Room 127 and Dining Room G (East Cafe)
When: Thursday, April 10, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (Conference Room 127)
Saturday, April 12, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. (Conference Room 127)
Monday, April 14, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (Dining Room G)
Tuesday, Apri1.15, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (Dining Room G)
Sign up for your time slot in the student senate office now.

Last Day to Drop Classes
The last day to withdraw from spring quarter classes is Monday, April 21.

Former US Senator to Visit WSU
Eugene McCarthy, former United States Senator from Minnesota and
presidential candidate, will visit Winona State University today and St.
Mary's University tomorrow.
McCarthy's Winona appearances coincide with the publication of his
Collected Poetry by Lone Oak Press of Rochester. McCarthy, who is also
the author of satires and stories for children, will present "Politics and
Poetry" at 7:30 p.m. in Stark 108 tonight and again in St. Mary's College
Center tomorrow. He will also make informal classroom presentations at
3 p.m. on both days at both universities, in Minne Hall and the College
Center, respectively.
The public is invited to attend all events.

Game-A-Thon
The Role Playing Special Interest Group of Winona is presenting its Sixth
Annual Charity "Game-A-Thon" to benefit early childhood and family
education of Winona.
The event runs from 11 a.m. on Saturday, April 12, until 11 a.m. on
Sunday, April 13, at Holzinger Lodge in Winona.
For more information, send a self-addressed stamped envelope to: GameA-Thon, c/o Richard Schreiber 717 West Broadway, Apt. #1Winona, MN
55987-5136. You may also call 453-0724 and leave voice mail in box 44.
To request information by e-mail, send to either:
WINONARPSIG@vax2.winona.msus.edu
or
rschreib@vax2.winona.msus.edu

Trip to Twin Cities
Winona State University is sponsoring a trip to Minneapolis/St. Paul to
visit art museums and the Mall of America on Saturday, May 10. The bus
will leave Watkins Hall promptly at 9 a.m. and return at 10:30 p.m. The
cost of the trip is $12 for students with I.D. and $15 for faculty, staff and
the general public. This includes transportation and admission to two
museums.
Cash or check made out to "WSU Cashier" must be received no later than
April 23. Mail or leave money with Mary Lang, Art Dept. Watkins 204,
Winona, Minn., 55987. For more information contact Lang at 457-5395.

HPER Scholarships
Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Exercise Science scholarship
applications are available in the HPER Department Office. Completed
applications must be returned by Wednesday, April 26.

Treasures Galore Inc. Scholarships
Four $300 scholarships will be awarded to non-traditional students (24
years-old prior to Jan. 1, 1997) enrolled full-time (12 credit hours) at
Winona State University. The scholarships are for the 97-98 academic
year and are for Winona area students only.
To qualify for a scholarship, students must have a minimum of 12 credits
completed at Winona State by the time of application and have a 3.0
cumulative grade point average. All majors are eligible.
Students must send a typed letter of application giving the student's name,
address and phone number, the student's major, a narrative statement
describing honors and awards received, community involvement, work
experience and career and personal goals, and a statement of what the
award would mean to the student. Students must also send a copy of their
WSU transcript and letters of recommendation from at least two WSU
professors.
Send applications to: Treasures Galore Scholarship Committee, 860 41st
Avenue, Winona, MN 55987-1757.
Application deadline is April 21 and selection will be made on or before
May 5.
If you have any questions, call 452-3704 or 452-5306.

Man seen
taping girls
in Phelps
By Chris Mashak
News Editor
A 27 year-old man was caught
allegedly videotaping 11 and 12 yearold girls in a gymnastics class
Wednesday, March 12.
The man was peeping through a
crack in the door leading into the
Phelps gym.
Don Walski, head of campus security, stressed that the girls were
clothed during the filming.
The girls are participants in the
River City Gymnastic Academy,
which provides gymnastics instruction for athletes at all stages of development. Rob Murray, Head Coach of
Winona State University's women's
gymnastics team, is the program director.
The case is still under investigation.

Winonan
The Winonan, Winona State University's first student newspaper, established in 1922, is managed, funded and operated
by, and for the students of Winona State University. The Winonan generates 65 percent of its budget through advertising
sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through student activity fees. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award
winning newspaper by the Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism for both individual
achievement and as a whole. The Winonan is copyrighted and may not be reproduced without permission.
Subscriptions for persons outside the uni versity are available from the business manager.
Please address all correspondence: The Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona, MN 55987.
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Educational Communications Scholarship
College students who are U.S. citizens and have a grade point average of
"B+" or better are eligible for a $1,000 college scholarship. To receive an
application, send a request by April 11, 1997, to the Educational Communications Scholarship Foundation at 721 North McKinley Road, P.O. Box
5012, Lake Forest, IL 60045-5012, fax a request to (847)295-3972, or email a request to "scholar@ecilf.com ".
All requests for applications must include the student's name, permanent
address, city, state, zip code, name of college, approximate GPA and year
in school during the 1996-97 academic year.
Applications will be fulfilled by mail only. Thirty-five winners will be
selected on the basis of academic performance, involvement in extracurricular activities and some consideration for financial need. A total of
$35,000 will be awarded.

Holocaust Memorial Week
The History Club, in conjunction with the Cultural Diversity Committee
and Amnesty International, is planning a Holocaust Memorial Week April
21-25. The week will consist of displays, slide presentations, movies,
scholars and actual Holocaust survivors. The schedule is now in the
developmental stage, so keep checking the Winonan for further develop-
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American poet dead at age 70
Associated Press
NEW YORK - Allen Ginsberg,
the counterculture guru who shattered conventions as poet laureate of
the Beat Generation and influenced
the next four decades of art, music
and politics, died early Saturday at
age 70.
The bearded, balding Ginsberg
died in his Lower East Side apartment surrounded by eight "close
friends and old lovers," said his friend
and archivist, Bill Morgan. The poet
was diagnosed eight days ago with
terminal liver cancer, and he suffered
a fatal heart attack, Morgan said.
"He made us see that poets were
pop stars," said Lenny Kaye, guitarist with the Patti Smith Group and a
recent Ginsberg collaborator. "He
had a sense of liberation _ sexual
liberation, philosophical liberation."
Ginsberg, whose blend of druginspired visions, hedonistic sex and
gut-wrenching autobiography first
emerged during the 1950s, spent several days in a hospice after his diagnosis. On Thursday, he suffered a
stroke, fell into a coma and never
regained consciousness.
He had returned to his apartment a
day earlier after expressing a desire
to die at home.
He wrote about a dozen short poems one titled "On Fame and Death"
_ and "wore himself out talking to

From "America" by Allen Ginsberg
America when will you be angelic?
When will you take off your clothes?
When will you look at yourself through the grave?
When will you be worthy of your million Trotskyites?
America why are your libraries full of tears?
America when will you send your eggs to India?
I'm sick of your insane demands.
When can I go into the supermarket and buy what I need with my
good
looks?
America after all it is you and I who are perfect not the next world.
friends," Morgan said.
Ginsberg's influence was almost
David Cope, a friend and fellow inestimable. His extraordinary list of
poet, received one of those phone acolytes ran the gamut from Abbie
calls. So did Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Hoffman to Smashing Pumpkins
who was charged with obscenity af- singer Billy Corgan, Czech President
ter his City Lights Books published Vaclav Havel to punk poetess Patti
Ginsberg's "Howl and Other Poems" Smith, Yoko Ono to Bob Dylan.
in 1956.
"Dylan said he was the greatest
"He called all of his old friends influence on the American poetic
from many generations personally to voice since Whitman," said Gordon
make contact with us one last time, Ball, Ginsberg's editor and friend of
voice to voice," Cope said Saturday. 30 years. "I think that's certainly
"To me, it was a beautiful gesture." true."
Ferlinghetti, after speaking to
During the conservative,
Ginsbei g, stayed up all night writing McCarthy-era 1950s, when TV's
a poem called "Allen Ginsberg Dy- married couples slept in separate beds,
ing."
Ginsberg wrote "Howl" _ a profane,
"It is high tide and the sea birds graphic poem that dealt with his own
cry. The waves break over him now," homosexuality and communist upFerlinghetti said Saturday, reading bringing.
the poem. "... Allen, they whisper."

Professor
plans party to
celebrate poet
To celebrate the life and career
of Allen Ginsberg, Winona State
University English professor Gary
Eddy is hosting an "Allen
Ginsberg is Dead" party.
Eddy said poetry readings,
blues and jazz music and "word
jams" are all planned to be part of
the evening. People will get to
read either their own poems or
favorite poems by "professionals."
"I think there are very few poets, if any, who have been as influential, as encouraging, to young
writers as Ginsberg," said Eddy.
Eddy added that Ginsberg was
also very much a "great American
conscience and will be greatly
missed that way." Eddy cited examples of Ginsberg getting arrested for protesting U.S. military
actions and nuclear weapons.
Ginsberg was also one of the
first openly-gay writers.
The "Allen Ginsberg is Dead"
party will be Friday, April 11, at
the Acoustic Cafe at 8:30 p.m.
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GENERAL NUTRITION CENTERS

March For Parks
Winona's third annual Earth Day "March for Parks" will be Saturday,
April 26, at Lake Park Lodge of Lake Winona.
Winona State University's Environmental Club is hosting the event to
raise awareness and money through pledges collected by marchers for
O.L. Kipp and Whitewater State Parks. All funds collected by the walkers
will go directly to O.L. Kipp and Whitewater State Parks. Immediately
after the walk, the Winona chapter of AmeriCorps has organized a cleanup of Lake Winona.
Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. at Lake Park Lodge. The route is suitable
for wheelchairs and strollers. Pets are welcome. For further information or
to -receive a pledge form, contact Darrell Downs at 457-5405.

Copy Editor

Meg Ryan

When: April 12, 1997 (Sat.)
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Cost: $5.00 Registration Fee
Place: Winona Lakes Visitor
Center
*The walk will be around both lakes

Proceeds will benifit IDD (Iodine
Deficiency Disorder) and Circle K.
Registration is at 9:30. Anyone
who raises $20 or more (flat fee
donations only) will have the
registration fee waived
If you have any questions, please contact Jenny at 453-1425.

ttention Women:
April is Women's Health
Month!
Come in and see our current
selection of vitimins,
minerals
and supplements formulated
especially for women.
Also during April, our Sports
Nutrition Sale includes:

CREATINA The Muscle Tech
Stack Glutamine
and much more!

GNC
GENERAL NUTRITION CENTERS

1:111=1111111.Mann.
Located in the Winona Mall
1213 Gilmore flue
452-9231
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Not quite spring, yet
Associated Press
Iowa's spring was stopped in its
tracks Sunday as an intense winter
storm raging from Wyoming to Wisconsin dipped south, bringing frigid
temperatures, strong winds and snow
showers.
The roller-coaster ride from winter to spring and back again isn't
uncommon this time of year, according to meteorologist Gary Forester of
the National Weather Service in
Johnston.
But it makes a big difference "especially after a nice taste of spring,"
Forester said Sunday.
But Iowa's shot of winter was
mild compared to what was happening to the north.
South Dakota closed a stretch of I90, North Dakota closed Interstates
29 and 94, and Wyoming shut down
parts of 1-25 and 1-80. Up to 6 inches
had fallen in western Nebraska, where
a stretch of 1-80 was closed.

Forester said the system was so
strong, it was dragging in much colder
air into Iowa.
Temperatures that were in the 60s
on Saturday plunged into the 20s and
30s on Sunday. The entire state was
under a wind advisory.
The weather service said strong
winds, gusting at more than 50 mph,
snapped trees and power lines late
Sunday morning, causing power outages in and around the Des Moines
area. Just to the east in Pleasant Hill,
poor visibility was a problem because of the wind and snow showers.
The cold combined with the winds
also sent wind chills tumbling into
the single digits to below zero.
"March and into mid-April are
transitions months, a battle between
retreating winter and advancing
spring," Forester said. "Hopefully,
it'll settle down."
Thunderstorms raced against the
state on Saturday. Fort Dodge reported an inch of rain, while almost

ARE YOU READY TO RUMBLE?

an inch fell in Des Moines, Ames and
Sioux City.
Winds -gusting at almost 70 mphcaused damage in northeast Iowa.
Near Delhi, a woman sustained
minor injures when her mobile home
was blown over. Near Manchester,
high winds leveled two barns, uprooted trees and downed power lines.
In Cedar Falls, a roof was blown off
a building in the city's industrial park.
Waterloo reported several power
outages Saturday when winds
snapped tree limbs and power lines.
Several utility poles also were
snapped in Grundy County. And near
Anamosa, a farm building was blown
onto a rural road. A backhoe was
brought in to clear the debris.
Forester said the storm system was
moving into Canada, and Iowa should
see a slow moderation in temperatures this week.
"Maybe will get. back up there, at
least in the 50s. That will sound good
after this stuff' he said.
Jackie Jedynak/Photo editor

Rivers swell, threaten towns
Asociated Press
ORTONVILLE, Minn.- A catwalk vibrated under the feet of the
Big Stone Lake dam superintendent,
Diana Rademacher, as water rushed
underneath Saturday afternoon at
about 5,000 cubic feet per second.
"We've done everything we can.
Now all we can do is hope the dam
does not wash away," Rademacher
said. Engineers have told
Rademacher they believe the dam
will hold, but won't guarantee it.
The rate will double by Monday
when water is expected to rise two
more feet before reaching its peak
and pouring over the dam on the
South Dakota border.
When water begins flowing over
the Big Stone Lake dam, authorities
will no longer be able to control the
flow of water on the Minnesota River.
About 150 families have been evacuated downstream. The town of
Odessa has been placed on alert for
possible evacuation depending on
how much and how fast the water
comes over the dam.
"What we're really worried about
now is the weather forecasted for
tomorrow," Big Stone County Sheriff Joe Berning. "We're expecting
40 mile-per-hour winds and that
could break up ice on the lake. If that
starts flowing, it will start tearing up
houses along the lakeshore."
About 50 miles to the north, some
evacuations also were planned in
Breckenridge on the Red River across
from Wahpeton, N.D.
The National Weather Service issued a flash-flood watch in Big Stone,
Lac qui Parle, Chippewa, Swift and
Yellow Medicine counties, as rapid
melting of a record-breaking snowpack combined with rain.
A sudden rush of water from Big

Stone Lake, the source of the Minnesota, could worsen conditions for the
downstream towns of Montevideo
and Granite Falls.
More than 100 volunteers from a
50-mile radius passed sandbags hand
to hand through a steady rain Saturday, trying to protect Montevideo's
sole source of clean water from the
flooding Chippewa River.
Water rose steadily next to
Montevideo's water purification
plant, and officials realized Saturday
morning that an existing levee would
not be enough.
So when school buses of volunteers from the city and smaller towns
up to 50 miles away arrived at City
Hall, they were quickly sent to the
plant. Men, women and children as
young as 10 unloaded sandbags from
the bucket of a front-end loader and
piled them along the levee.
A short distance downriver,
Montevideo's sewage treatment plant
overflowed, spilling raw sewage
around the large circular tanks. City
workers set up a fifth pump to lift
water and sewage into the river.
Where the Chippewa and Minnesota rivers merge in Montevideo, they
have left their banks and spread from
a typical 100 yards across to about a
mile wide, flooding two of three main
highways.
"This is terrible. The flood of 1993
was a cakewalk compared to this,"
said Don Patton, a Montevideo resident helping to sandbag around the
water plant.
A wooden stake used by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers showed
the water lapping at the 23-foot mark,
about 10 feet higher than normal.
Corps engineers worked with volunteers to finish a 25-foot high emergency levee late Saturday morning.
Flood forecasters predicted the

Natural gas reserves
discovered in Wyoming
Associated Press
The discovery of a natural gas
reserve in north-central Wyoming
should prompt a thorough review _
much like a study being conducted in
the Green River Basin, officials said
last week.
Officials with the Wyoming Outdoor Council and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency believe
analysis on the cumulative effects of
natural gas development in the Fremont County area is warranted.
At issue is a project pursued by
Louisiana Land and Exploration Co.
just north of Lysite in Fremont
County. Industry officials believe the
project near the Madden oil field can
reap more than the reported $55 million it took to find the gas reserve.
The discovery could mean increasing natural gas production by 260
million cubic feet of gas per day. That
volume could continue for up to 25
years, company officials say.
But the U.S. Bureau of Land Management should consider a study that
looks at current and potential development in Fremont and Natrona counties, said Dan Heilig with the environmental group and Robert Edgar
with the federal EPA.

"This is being viewed by BLM
and industry as a top priority project,"
said Heilig. "It's on a fast track and,
as a result, I think there' s some sloppy
work that's being done, some major
issues that are not being addressed."
Edgar said projections on cumulative impacts for the next five years
should be made. In addition, estimates of impacts on air quality and
visibility should be included, Edgar
said.
Heilig said such a study would by
like reviews being made in the Green
River Basin on the possible impacts
of several developments in that energy-rich region.
The current natural gas developments in the Lysite area produce emissions that meet federal air quality
standards, said Louisiana Land
spokesman Al Petrie. He said he
doesn't believe there will be any significant air quality problems from
new drilling.
BLM official Kate Padilla said the
agency hasn't looked at WOC's request for an expanded study area.
Padilla said officials should be meeting this week to consider the request.
"I'll have to go through it with the
air quality folks," she said.

Gal

river would reach between 24 feet
and 25 feet, but the rain and an overflow at Big Stone Lake could cause
the river to go higher.
A downpour sent the Red River to
a record high Saturday in Wahpeton,
N.D., and officials in neighboring
Breckenridge were preparing to
evacuate residents.
"We're losing it. We're losing
everything," said Jack Thompson,
emergency management director for
Breckenridge and Wilkin County.
Thompson said the rising river
and relentless downpour had officials concerned some of the city's
dikes could give way.
"I don't think we've got a choice.
We're going to have to start some
evacuations. ... We just can't take the
chance of leaving people in harm's
way," he said.
Officials in Breckenridge earlier
declared a state of emergency to keep
sightseers off the streets and away
from the river.
In both Wahpeton and
Breckenridge, city sewer and drain
systems were not able to keep up with
the downpour.
Rhonda Weiand opened her new
espresso shop in Breckenridge just
three days ago. Saturday, she and
about a dozen friends and family
members were frantically sandbagging in the rain.
"I wasn't worried until a guy from
the city came by this morning," said
Weiand, whose shop is about half a
block from the Red. "I asked if we
should be worried and he said, 'Absolutely."'
On Saturday, the Red topped the
record 18-foot crest set during the
area's 1989 flood.
The National Weather Service was
forecasting a crest at between 19 and
19 1/2 feet by Monday.

During a game against Mankato State Saturday, WSU rugby player Sarah Kreuser charges for
the football. The rugby Katts won with Kreuser scoring the try. This years "Fools Fest" was
held at the Industrial Park on the east end of town.

Searchers seek giant
squid in New Zealand
Associated Press
WELLINGTON, New Zealand After searching more than two
months, American undersea teams
leave New Zealand without a single
image of the giant squid, the world's
most elusive sea creature.
Three teams from America's National Geographic magazine and
Smithsonian Museum of Natural History left the town of Kaikoura on
New Zealand's South Island without
a single recorded image of the legendary squid.
Scientists say even a single minute
of video footage of a giant squid
would be one of the great feats of
marine exploration this century.
Nobody has ever seen a living
giant squid. Its secret remains in the
deep oceans of the undersea Kaikoura
Canyon, a I 9,000-foot (6,000-meter)
deep trench off South Island.
The search teams, led by marine
biologist Dr. Clyde Roper of the
Smithsonian, used undersea video and
still cameras in their hunt, baited with
fish juice.
Marine researchers believe the
giant squid exists because more than
100 carcasses, some up to 60 feet (20
meters) long, have washed up on
beaches or been found in the stomachs of whales or in deep-sea fishing
nets.
"We' ve seen them from
strandings, washed ashore. We've
seen them in the stomachs of sperm
whales, but until recently we've had

Immediate flexible oil: 41."4141
supplementary hours available at
Independent Living Care.
Home care aid
training provided.
Apply at:
50 W. 3rd St.
or
call 453-9237

no idea where they live," Roper said.
"The only creatures who know
where they live are sperm whales,
who are major predators on giant
squid."
The giant squid is the only animal
that will fight the sperm whale; many
sperm whales have giant tentacle scars
on their skin from such titanic battles
in the deep, he said.
Greg Marshall, a spokesman for
National Geographic, said his team
hoped to return later this year to resume the search.
Marshall said he will work to put
together another expedition, which
hopes to mount cameras on sperm
whales to lead searchers to the deepsea lair of the squid.
The "crittercam" system_ in which
vacuum cups are used to stick a video
camera on the whale's back _ failed
in its tests during this project. But
Marshall said he would use the filming method again when his team returned.

enter
Continued from page 1
A goal of the center is to take a
social change approach toward
women and children.
Students in the social sciences and
education could benefit from volunteering.
"It's really good experience for
people to have," said Arent.
The center's workers are putting
up posters around campus and speaking to classes about volunteering.
People interested in volunteering
can call or stop in at the center. Volunteers wanting to advocate need to
fill out an application.
The center provides advocate
training each spring and fall.

FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning
a whopping $5.00/
VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT.

SELL IT IN THE CLASSIFIEDS
Located on page 10
to place your ad just call 457-5677
and consider it sold

,4471,7% Ultra Bod y
dilp

Tan & Nails
Located in the Winona Mall • 452-0611

*FREE bottle of European Gold
Accelerator with purchase of
10 Tans for $30 (while supplies last)
*Full Set of Acrylic Nails for $25

MALL SHUTTLE CANCEREd

WE'LL PAY YOU $35L100
___
TOWARD YOUR DIPLOMA.
You can earn more than $18,000 during a standard
Army Reserve enlistment ... and another $7,124 if
you qualify for the Montgomery GI Bill ... plus help
in paying off a qualified student loan up to $10,000,
if eligible.
You'll usually serve one weekend a month plus two
weeks' Annual Training. And you'll serve with an
Army Reserve unit near your campus.
Over $35,100 toward college—for part-lime
service.

The Saturday Shuttle to Valley View Mall
has been cancelled due to lack of
participation.
Thank you for your past interest.

Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:
454.2107 in Winona or Visit Us at www.goarmy.com
BE ALL YOU CAN BE?

ARMY RESERVE
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The opinions expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State University and College
system, Winona State University, its faculty or staff, or the student body.
The Winonan welcomes all letters to the Editor. All letters must be clearly written or typed, and include your name, major,
year in school and phone number (for our use), Letters may be sent via Email, but must include the previous information.
Letters not meeting these criteria will not be published.
The Winonan reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, punctuation and space.
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Jeff Kocur, News Editor
Chris Mashak, News Editor
Sunni Schulz, Arts & Variety Editor
Anna L. Derocher, Sports Editor
Jackie Jedynak, Photo Editor

Campus forum:

With the added Impressions
They can only do so much: security on campus, do you feel safer? from the
the rest is up to you
Hypogeum

Editorial

Yes it is true, as the top news story
and the esteemed Dave Adams pointed
out last week,Winona State University may be getting sued. A former
student of Winona State was sexually
assaulted near the Sheehan Hall parking lot in October, 1995. The university was irresponsible, claims she,
and now it must pay the price. This
leads to a fairly obvious question: just
how safe is WSU' s campus? Is it as
safe as the ambassadors make it out to
be, or is i tactually . a haven for the
underworld? Our guess is that it's
somewhere in-between.
In 1995, six violent crimes were
reported on campus, three of which
were sexual assaults. Of these, two
were acquaintance rapes. In 1996,
one violent crime (a burglary) was
reported, and so far in 1997, none
have been reported. An optimist would
say that it's because of the fine job
Don Walski, head of campus security, has done since he was hired. The
cynic would say that the only reason
the university has gotten its act together (added security, more lighting,
etc.) is because of the above-mentioned sexual assault in October, 1995.
Yes, it is ridiculous that it took such
an incident to motivate the university
into getting its act together, but the
bottom line is, students do feel a lot
safer with all the improvements that
have been made, and rightfully so.

Of course, the cynic could point
out all the on-campus thefts that have
been going on and say that security is
not up to par. This is hardly fair.
Students need to take on some of the
burden for a safer campus themselves.
For example, last week the Winonan
ran a story about the rash of thefts in
Prentiss Hall, all of which came about
because residents left their rooms
unlocked. In one of these cases, a
resident actually caught two men in
his room. They said they needed to
use a phone, he left them, they left and
then he thought all of this was kind of
strange. Wouldn't you know it—he
discovered some items were missing
from his room. Well, duh. What is
security supposed to do about that?
All the funding in the world isn't
going to do much good against such
examples of blatant stupidity. The
same can be said for people whose
books get stolen from outside the
book store, or outside the cafeteria. If
you don't want your stuff taken, don't
leave it sitting around unattended.
Okay, maybe these type of crimes
are different than sexual assaults, but
still, students can take measure themselves. Escort services are available,
so use them. If this is too humbling,
get a friend to walk with you. Cornmon sense can go a long way. Security has turned it up a couple of
notches. The rest is up to you.

Letters To The Editor

Stoked,
Surprised,
Shocked,
Stunned,
Startled
Whatever the heck you are, get
it off your chest and get it
into the Winonan !

Send your
Letters to the Editor
to:
(email)
"Winonan@Vax2.
Winona.msus.eciu"
Or drop them off at our office
in Kryzsko Commons

By Dean Korder
Columnist
EVERYBODY KNOWS

Kim Bauer
junior/mass communication
(PR) major
"I haven't noticed any
changes. It doesn't affect me,
but for people who are
concerned about it, it's nice to
know there's more security are
there."

Lori Leitermann
junior/mass communication
(PR) major
"It doesn't make a difference
to me because I'm never on
campus alone at night. It makes
me feel safe to know I can use
the blue security lights if I need
to."

Jessica Peterson
freshman/mass communation
,='R) major
"I've always thought it was
safe. It's nice to be able to get
[escort] rides and they've been
out earlier, too."

David Stover
senior/sociology major
"Pretty safe to begin with..
maybe a waste of money. Not
much goes on here. I don't really
see any improvements. I bet it's
good for prosepective students
and parents to think it's safer."

Burning Bridges
By Dave Adams
Columnist
A piece of garbage is floating
around campus posing as print journalism which, until now, has meant
nothing more to me than a dirty tray in
the cafeteria. No, I' m not talking about
this paper. I'm talking about Word On

The Street.
Better known as WOTS, this "underground" newsletter which popped
up over at Lourdes Hall and somehow
made its way to the main campus has
been in "publication" for about three
months. This newsletter, written, edited and printed by anonymous students who apparently live in Lourdes
Hall, covers such interesting topics
as: Lourdes Hall, RAs, Lourdes Hall
RAs, Lourdes Hall food, the hall director at Lourdes, residents of Lourdes
Hall, drinking in Lourdes Hall, vomiting in Lourdes Hall, the shuttle bus
to Lourdes, and most recently, cigars
and hermits (not necessarily in Lourdes
Hall).
The reason I decided to devote
these 24 inches of text to Word On The
Street is not because of the numerous
jabs they have taken at the Winonan
and its staff, it's because WOTS has
gone too far this time. This time they
have overstepped their "journalistic"
bounds.
In the April 7 edition of WOTS, the
editor(s) condoned the publication of
an editorial piece titled "Foreign influence at WSU" written by someone
known as "Aunt B." This editorial
sends a message filled with ignorance,
hate and racism. If you haven't read
the WOTS editorial yet, good. If you
really must read it, write WOTS a
letter after you're done and tell them
what you think. Be honest! I am.
In the editorial,"Aunt B" discusses

how he/she believes WSU foreign
students should "...get the (fu*k) out
of our country..." if they don't want to
learn or use the English language.
"Aunt B" also says, "I am sick of
having to walk through Chinatown to
get to my classes, and I'm sick of
fighting for jobs with you foreign
assholes." Kind of upsetting, isn't it?
If this doesn't rub you the wrong way,
put down the paper, grab a sanding
block covered in rough grit sandpaper
and scrape it up and down your forearm until you hit bone. Maybe that
will rub you the wrong way.
What's even more disturbing are
the remarks made by "Aunt B" in
closing: "If any of you Asians try to
kill and eat my dog, you will all get a
big take-you-behind-the-barn-andpick-your-own-switch Americanstyle ass whoopin'." It's hard to believe the human race hasn't killed
itself off by now with people like this
still roaming around.
If the WOTS editors were sitting
next to me right now, they would
probably tell me not to read WOTS if
I don't like it. Well, I'm sorry, but this
was something I couldn't ignore! If I
ignored it, I would be contributing to
the ignorance and hate in modern
soc. iety. I just can't do that.
The WOTS editors might also say
the editorial doesn't threaten anyone,
and attempt to justify their actions.
There is no justification. The editorial
threatens every student (and non-student) of color, American or not. There
was hatred in the tone of every single
word used in that piece.
They would probably tell me it
was just a joke. A joke? This was not
a harmless piece of stupid, pointless
humor. There was nothing funny about
it, unless you think it's funny to toss a
sheet over your head, burn crosses, tie
people to trees and beat them with

Last week, Winona' s honorable
Police Chief Frank Pomeroy, finally
decided to release the accident report
concerning the five Saint Mary's University students and alumni that died
on March 1 when the sport-utility vehicle they were riding in plunged into
Joe Burke
the Mississippi River. The condensed
senior/history major
report, if anything, was a total crock of
"I didn't think this campus was crap. It told about how the accident
all that unsecure to begin with."
occurred, but never addressed why it
happened and it never mentioned anything about alcohol being involved or
how alcohol may have contributed to
the accident. No, it mentioned none of
these things and in the end what we got
was whitewash and sidestepping.
What we got was bull. The police
refuse to release the blood-alcohol tests
and the toxicology report. In fact, the
police even refused to release standard accident reports to the public.
Why?
It's because the city is supposedly
under pressure from some of the families not to release any of the details of
the accident or else the city may be,
heaven forbid, sued. But, this is a
small town. A real small town. And,
because this is a small town, word gets
Beth Cejka
around. People hear things. People
junior/accounting - english
find things out. I've heard things and
major
I'm sure you have too.
"Probably, yeah. I haven't
For example, everybody knows that
really used it. Getting into
alcohol was involved in this tragedy.
Lourdes is not easy, so that's
Everybody knows that if alcohol was
nice."
not involved, if the toxicology reports
came up .00, that the Police Chief and
his cronies would be the first ones to I
tell us so. They aren't telling us anything so it is easy to assume that alcohol was involved. It's safe to assume
that the toxicology reports showed
that every occupant in the vehicle was
above the legal level of intoxication
for operating a motor vehicle. Re- I
chains until they pass out.
gardless of who was driving, these
No, I am not being melodramatic. folks were drunk when they hit the
When someone expresses views like water on that fateful night. Everybody
"Aunt B's", it creates fear: Think knows this to be true. Everybody
about it like this: If you were a guest heard about it. Some of us have even
in another country, attending a col- heard exact numbers, but nobody wants
lege or university, and a group of t o say anything on record. It seems
students published an editorial threat- t hat no one wants to stretch their necks
ening American students, wouldn't 0 ut that far. No one wants to take
you be a little afraid? You're a liar if responsibility for leaking this inforyou don't say "yes."
mation, but everybody knows.
Speaking of fear, I believe anyEverybody also knows that the ocone who is proud of their work c upants of the vehicle may have been
wouldn't hide behind false names. u nder the influence of something even
The anonymity maintained by the more sinister - marijuana. Now, I can
WOTS staff tells readers that you u nderstand not releasing toxicology
guys are afraid of something. And, reports to some degree, but what about
as a group of people who are pub- n ot releasing other details of the accilishing observations, opinions and d ent? What about not releasing the
ideas for a mass audience, you, the fact that marijuana was found on some
staff of WOTS, have a responsibility 0 f the victims? Why didn't that ever
to think about what you're publish- c ome out? Is that covered under the
ing and how it could affect people D ata Privacy Act? No, it's not, but for
before you distribute it across cam- s ome reason this was not released pubpus. I should know. I learned the li cly even though everybody knows
hard way after publishing an inaccu- t hat there was marijuana and marirate editorial in last year's Winonan. j uana paraphernalia found on some of
I owned up to my mistake and learned t he victims. Did this contribute to the
from it. Your little disclaimers are accident? Why wasn't it released in
half-assed attempts at absolving t he official fatal crash report?
yourselves of any legal, moral or
What the hell's going on here? Can
ethical responsibility for the content y ou say cover-up? Can you say conof your publication, which is wrong. s piracy? Can you say denial? Why
I know that you, the WOTS staff, are city officials in such a state of
will really appreciate this column d enial over this incident? Is it because
because you're getting some free t hese were Saint Mary's students and
advertising. Curious Winonan read- n ot Winona State students? Is it beers will go out, grab a copy of WOTS c ause money is involved? Is it beand read your racist editorial. But c ause of lawsuits and insurance claims
ask yourself this; when you're anor out of respect for the dead?
nymity can no longer hide you and
I don't know. All I know is that the
what you say, and xat become the ac cident haunts my dreams. Details of
one who doesn't feel safe walking th e whole thing fill my head at night.
the streets or hallways anymore, will Th ings I've heard, things everybody
your brief exercise in free expres- k n ows, keep me from getting into a car ,
sion be worth all the hatred you in- w ith someone I know has been drinkcur?
see Dean, page10
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WSU student
employees hold
Fastenal together
.
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3y Paul Allen
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A quick trivia question: What do both McDonalds and Fastenal
lave in common?
Answer: Both began with one man's vision to take the most basic
:oncept and turn it into a success story.
McDonald's founder Ray A. Kroc took meat and potatoes and
.urned it into well, you know the story. Fastenal's founder Bob
Kierlin took nuts and bolts and built it into the largest fastener
listributor in the United States.
Bob Kierlin opened his first Fastenal store in Winona in 1967. This
seemingly small beginning sprouted into over 400 locations in 46
states and sales of some $223 million in 1995!
In addition to distributing fasteners, Fastenal incorporated a Winona Manufacturing Division back in 1982 which deals in all types of
threaded fasteners.
Fastenal also distributes tools in accordance with their second
concept known as Fast Tool, which was added in 1993, and SharpCut
I was added in 1996.
Several Winona State University students and graduates are conributing to Fastenal's success.
Rich Hedstrom, a graduate of Winona State University with a
degree in business administration, now works for Fastenal in their
-Aarketing Department. Hedstrom started his internship with them in
• '■lovember of 1995, and became an official member of the Fastenal
earn in June of 1996.
After starting in graphics working on the Fastenal catalogue,
.Iedstrom moved into the marketing department where he works with
noduct managers in looking at growth in product lines and engages
n cooperative advertising with Fastenal's various vendefs.
"I'm really enjoying seeing the endless opportunities available to
ne in working at Fastenal...there's always something more I can get
ny hands in order to gain the experience necessary to move forward,"
;aid Hedstrom.
Hedstrom, who is also an investor of Fastenal, finds that his
experience at Fastenal thus far has been "Awesome."
Jasen Dahling, a junior production operations management major,
,,has been a Fastenal employee for a little over two years. Dahling
started out as a part-time employee as a stock-puller, and as of six
months ago got full-time status as an area supervisor in the warehouse.
Dahling is also responsible for filling orders as well as making sure
that all list items are pulled from the shelves and sent out to the correct
locations.
For Dahling working full-time and going to school isn't so hard.
"I've really learned to manage my time better now that I'm working
full-time, it's not difficult doing both work and school," said Dahling.
Working at Fastenal has really helped Dahling put his major into
practice. In the near future Dahling plans to take a job with Fastenal
in Boston. "There are a lot of advancement opportunities within
Fastenal, you just get out what you put into it," said Dahling.
Tom Frisk, a senior mass communications/broadcasting major at
Winona State University, has been working as a stock-puller at
Fastenal since May of 1995. A typical day for Frisk includes taking
customer order lists, which are printed four times a day, filling those
orders, and labeling them for shipping. Not all orders are package
orders, which can simply be pulled off the shelves and sent down the
line, so for non-package orders Frisk has to take the time to weigh the
order out exactly and then package it up to be sent out to the customer.

-

\

Photos by Jackie Jedynak

"I like working at Fastenal because it's flexible with school—
they're willing to work with me
as far as my school schedule is
concerned," said Frisk.
Scott Stepp, senior business administration major, has been
working for Fastenal for the last
six months. Also working as a
stock-puller, Steep's many re-

"Working at fastenal
has really helped me
to manage my time so
much better and I
have the opportunity
to see how a big
corporation works as
far as managing
people,"
-Scott Stepp
Fastenal Employee

sponsibilities include filling customer orders, making sure all part
numbers in his area all go to the
appropriate areas, making sure all
orders are pulled correctly and
that they are sent to the right locations. In addition to this, Stepp
is responsible for deleting quantities from the inventory computer
and restocking shelves.

Top: Fastenal employee and
WSU senior broadcasting
major Tom Frisk labels
packages for shipping .
Right: Jasen Dahling, junior
productions operations
management major, removes
nuts from a package and
weighs them to determine
correct shipping weight.

"Working at fastenal has really helped me to manage my time
so much better and I have the
opportunity to see how a big corporation works as far as managing people," said Stepp. "Another good thing about working
at Fastenal is that it's a large
enough company so that if you
work hard enough you have the
opportunity to move up within
the company," added Stepp.
By the year 2000, Fastenal
plans to expand into over 600 cities in the United States and
Canada.
Fastenal's non-stop expansion
planning and steady 30% annual
growth, according to Fastenal
President/CEO Bob Kierlin, is
attributed to the high quality of
its some 3,000 employees nation
wide and their commitment to
"grow the company through customer service."

Many Moons will phase into the PAC
The WSU Theatre & Dance Department present their 29th annual childrens performance
WINONA, Minn. (WSUPIO) —
The Winona State University Department of Theatre & Dance presents
Many Moons by James Thurber on
April 11 at 7:30 p.m. and April 12 at
1 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. at the Performing Arts Center Main Stage.
M a n y
Moons is
about a
young
princes s
who
h a s
fallen ill.
T h e
king's wisemen, unable to figure out
what to do, must yield to the wisdom
of the court jester.
This performance will mark the
29th children's show for WSU director Vivian Fusillo, whose vision includes fun-filled characters that are
larger than life. The cast will play to
nearly 4000 elementary school children who are invited by the university
to enjoy nine performances for the
Joshua Smith/Asst. Photo editor
price of a food donation to help stock
The performance of Many Moons marks the 29th children's show for the Winona State University
area shelves.
Department of Theater and Dance. Keith Kryzer, left, plays the jester, Jeremy Kilkus, the king and
Many Moons has also been entered
Rachael Cavegn is the princess who wants the moon.
into the American College Theatre
Festival Competition.

Cast members include Rachael
Cavegn, a princess who wants the
moon; wisemen Kevin Moore, Brad
Schwichtenberg and Ryan
Hawkins who are anything but :7-)
wise; a king, Jeremy Kilkus,
that thinks things go bump and
a jester, Keith Kryzer, who,
can make everyone happy.
Costume designs are by ,
—.
WSU student Tracy Van
Voorst and set designs are by lt
technical director Jim Danneker.
"The characters in this play
are developed, and richer to work
with," said Kryzer, who also
perfomed in Around the World in
80-20 Minutes in 1994. "Plus the
costumes are some of the best I've
ever seen.
"Playing to children is different than to adults," Kryzer
continued. "They can
be either you toughest audience or your
best. They are true – —
to their feedback-adults will laugh
and clap out of courtesy, but children will
only laugh for what they
like."
"It takes energy, lots of energy,"

said Kilkus, who
performed in
Cinderella
in 1996.
This
is

.Caveign's
fourth
children's performance. She
was in Around the World, Pinnochio
and Cinderella, where she played
Cinderella.
"I like these kinds of roles," said
Caveign about playing the princess
again this year. "But I like variety
too.
"The princess in this play
is spoiled, nieve and stupid. Cinderella was
much more intelli1g_ gent."
Tickets are $6 for
adults, $4 for children,
4 senior citizens and
WSU students and
ulty with ID. For reservations call 507-457-5235.
L
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Things My Mother
Taught Me
By Sally A. Miller
Columnist

MOVIE REVIEW

Liar, Liar, grain elevator on fire

Jim Carrey lights up the screen in a comedy rivaling the recent fire

Okay, I'm mad. Again.
I am sick to death of these credit card people that line the hall
in Kryzsko. As far as I'm concerned, it's gotten past the point of
irritating and borders on harassment. Are they relentless or
what?
Because the Winonan office and the American Sign Language
Club office are on opposite ends of the lower hyphen, and I
spend a great deal of time in both, I have to walk what has
become the "Gauntlet" several times a day. One day, I actually
found myself rushing to catch up with a crowd of people so I
wouldn't have to walk it alone. I knew these credit card people
would pounce on me if I was alone and vulnerable.
I sit in the ASLC office and listen to them making their pitch
to every poor schmuck that happens along. I listen to the stressed
and tense answers of the students as they decline to "just take a
minute to fill this out and get a free gift".
And don't tell me that we should "just say no". That doesn't
work. I' ve tried it.
In fact, a few weeks ago, I tried it several times with the same
guy on the same day.
I was walking down the hall, looking down and away from
him, and he literally jumped in front of me. I looked up, stared
him in the eye, and began to walk toward him.
PleasefinthisouisoIcanmeeimyquotaitwillonlytake3Osecondsandyou'llgetatieegift,"
he said, without taking a breath.
No thank you I said politely, because my mother taught me
to always be polite, even when declining an offer.
"Oh come on, I really need people to fill these out so I can
keep my job," he whined, trying to persuade me with an amateur
attempt at guilting me. (My mother is a travel agent with Guilt
Trips, Inc. — there's no where anyone can take me on a guilt trip
that my mother hasn't taken me at least three times in my life. I
am impervious to guilt.)
"No," I repeated, stepping past him, or trying to at least. He
stepped sideways to block me again.
"I said no and I mean it," I nearly shouted. Then I charged at
him, big pregnant belly and all.
He left me alone for the rest of the day, but I was slightly
embarrassed at having to raise my voice, and draw attention to
myself for no good reason.
Honestly, I haven't been subject to such pressure to give in
since my sophomore year in high school, in the back seat of
Dwain's car.
"Oh, come on...please?" Credit Card Guy or Dwain? You
guess. (Actually, both said it to me, with equal amounts of
desperation.)
But I am strong, see, and when I say "no", it is not an
invitation to open negotiations. Just ask my kids.
I look at all you poor college kids, though, and worry about
you. (Isn't that nice of me'?)
. See, when I bark at these pesky credit card guys, they wonder
if this big ol' woman might just have a bite that is worse than her
bark. They don't scare me.
But what about you? I see you cowering away from them,
trying to duck back before they make eye contact with you, and
when they shove a clipboard into your quivering hands, you
obediently fill in the info, and hand back the application to claim
your king size Kit Kat bar, or nifty umbrella.
You are too young to go into debt, okay? If you don't have the
money for it now, you probably don't need it. Start a savings
account and let the bank pay you interest, instead of the other
way around.
"It's a great way to pay your bills," the Credit Card Guy says.
Uh, wrong. You can't use your credit card to pay cable,
electricity, rent, car payment or car insurance. But wail, you can
pay off other creditcards! And you can buy cool clothes!
"You can pay for school stuff," the Credit Card Guy says. No,
you can't! You can't pay tuition with a credit card. Yes, you can
buy books. But I know more than a few students that can't use
their credit cards to buy books because they maxed out their
cards last quarter when they went to the Mega Mall for a
weekend.
"It's a life saver in an emergency," the Credit Card Guy says.
Oh I know, it's good for emergencies. But let's be honest with
ourselves, the line between what is an "emergency" and what is
a "luxury" becomes awfully blurred when the "Buy-now-paylater" carrot is dangled before you. Suddenly, those skis in
clearance make a jump from the "luxury" category to the "emergency" category, and you actually believe you're justified.
Been there, done that.
Frankly, I'd love to see the credit card companies banned
from setting up shop in such a heavily traveled area of campus.
It's bad enough that these companies are sending us letters
saying we are pre-approved for a credit card, based simply on
the criteria that we are students, but these people are lying in
wait for us. They see us walking alone and they slick themselves
back and get ready to pounce.
I am tired of it. Someone's gonna get hurt if they don't back
off.
,

,

DO YOU HAVE THE SAME NAME
AS A CELEBRITY? DO PEOPLE
REFUSE TO BELIEVE YOU OR
GIVE YOU A HARD TIME?
IF SO, CONTACT MEG RYAN AT
THE WINONAN TO SHARE YOUR
WOES AND BE FEATURED IN A
STORY NEXT WEEK.
CALL 457-2425 FOR MORE
DETAILS.

By Lawrence Lyman
Movie Critic

tion. Schwarzenegger, definitely.
Stallone, yeah, okay. Guttenberg,
perhaps. Well, add Carrey to the list.
Carrey earned a reported $21 million for his portrayal of Fletcher Reede,
Liar Liar
a hot-shot attorney who is living a lie.
Actually, a lot of lies. He lies at his
job,
kissing as many asses as it takes
Rated PG-13
to make partner at his legal firm. He
lies to his scumbag clients, convincStarring:
ing them they are the victims. He lies
Jim Carrey as
to his mother, telling her he's on vacation to avoid talking to her. He lies
Fletcher Reede
to....you get the picture.
Maura Tierney as
This all changes when his son Max
Audrey Reede
makes a birthday wish that his father
Justin Cooper as
has to go one day without telling a lie
Max Reede
(Fletcher missed his birthday party
because he was nailing one of his
bosses). Throw in an ex-wife and a
Jim Carrey is an enigma (not a high profile court case that Fletcher
reference to his character E. Nigma must attend, and the madcap zaniness
from Batman Forever). There are few is aiming the stratosphere full-throttle.
actors in Hollywood today who make
Cynicism aside, it really is a pretty
or break a movie by themselves and decent flick. Carrey's brand of physieven fewer who cause monstrous box cal humor makes him the obvious
office sales solely on name recogni- choice for a role which requires him,

among other things, to beat the living
hell out of himself.
Tierney is a heartbreaker as
Audrey, Fletcher's ex, who left him
because he cheated on her. Even
though kids are usually really poor
actors, Justin Cooper is fairly believable as Max, even if he does look a bit
too much like Nicholas from Eight is
Enough. Cary Elwes as Jerry,
Audrey's new love interest, does a
great job breaking the comedy stereotype for this type of role. You come
away feeling that he is probably the
nicest guy in the movie, so of course
he ends up getting the shaft.
Carrey's hijinx alone managed to
hold my interest and at times even
made me laugh out loud. Coupled
with one of the largest building fires
I've ever seen, Liar Liar was the first
half of a pretty decent double feature
last Thursday. Man, too bad that
grain elevator isn't having another
showing. For those who don't know
what I'm talking about, boy, did you
miss out.

On a scale of 1-10 (1=stay home
and listen to White Lion vinyls;
10=better than finding the last USED
copy in 10 stacks of new textbooks):
Plot: 7—Fairly original twist on
the whole "wish" theme.
Cast and Characters: 6—Universal Studios spent all their cast budget
on Carrey, and still managed to afford
fairly decent support for him.
Quotability Factor:7 1/2—Would
be an 8 if I didn't know most of the
quotes from the commercials.
Bedroom Factor:4—Nice "romance-gone-wrong-but-it-stillmight-be-there-if-she-could-just-seebeyond-my-past-mistakes" subplot.
However, I COULDN'T find a date
for this movie (God knows I tried), so
it might be a lost cause.
Time of Day Factor:6 Catch the
matinee; it's an okay movie, but rarely
is a comedy worth paying full admission for.
Overall Rating:7 if you like Jim
Carrey; 4 if you don't. He's lucky I
do.

VIDEO REVIEW

Video pick, Gypsies, portrays the wishes
and whims of the gypsy wanderers
By Randi McLaughlin
Video Critic

King of the Gypsies tells the life
story of Dave (Roberts), who is a
gypsy growing up in New York in the
late 1950s and early 60s. It focuses on
the problems he and his family must

face as a gypsy tribe of the twentieth
century. As the narrator, Dave tells
the story of his parent's marriage, his
childhood and finally his life as a
young man and his rebellion against
the gypsy culture and lifestyle. This is
especially significant since his grandfather (Hayden) and grandmother
(Winters) are "king" and "queen" of
the gypsies in New York and Eastern
Pennsylvania.
When his grandfather is on his
deathbed, he begs Dave to take on the
role instead of his alcoholic, physically abusive father (Hirsch). This
creates even more trouble for Dave
since he did not even want to take on
the responsibility in the first place,
having been away from the tribe since
age 12. Even though Dave does not
agree with his family's ways, he still
has concern for his mother, Rose
(Sarandon), and his younger sister,
Tita (Shields). This forces him to
make a decision—does he abandon
his new modern life to return to something he does not want to be a part of?

BIM SKALA BIM
Universal
BIB RECORDS

SON VOLT
Straightaways
WARNER BROS.

When you think of the Boston
music scene a band like The Mighty
Mighty Bosstones might spring to
mind. Rightfully so, since the
Bosstones have redefined ska-core as
the world knows it. You may also
think of the band that has won nearly
every Boston area music award that
there is. That band is Morphine.
Two great examples of the diverse
and superior music scene that is Boston, but don't forget that there is also
an incredible hardcore and ska scene.
While the Bosstones are more
popular outside of Boston, Bim Skala
Bim remains the hometown favorite.
Bim, a bare bones ska band, has a new
album that should delight their hometown crowd.
Universal is just as much a ska
album as it is a pop album and the
blend that bib brews makes it a great
piece of plastic for the summer time.
As mentioned before the ska sound is
minimal with very few horns but that
style fits Bim's minimal vocals.

You may know of Son Volt simply
because of the fact that it is one of the
two fragments that became after Uncle
Tupelo split up. The other half being
Wilco.
Assuming that their are still hard
feelings between members of Wilco
and Son Volt, Straightaways is. a response to Wilco's recent double CD,
Being There. If that is the case I
would recommend that Son Volt throw
in the towel because they simply cannot trade shots with Wilco.
Son Volt makes quality music, but
it is nondescript at best. The folk
sounding slow-core ballads that saturate this release are far to similar to a
large segment of music to really stand
out.
The vocals continually remind me
of an artist whose name simply won't
come out and the musical arrangement is so basic that it goes unnoticed
for the most part. It is this mediocre
formula that allows Son Volt to carry
on.
Simply put, any departure from
the norm will have the appearance of
a masterpiece.

King of the Gypsies
Released in 1978
Rated R
Directed by: Frank Pierson
Starring: Sterling Hayden
Shelley Winters
Susan Sarandon
Judd Hirsch
Eric Roberts
Brooke Shields

BOTTOM LINE: BOSTON
BIM-CORE.
KEY CUTS: PETE NEEDS A
FRIEND, RED EYES, NOT
NATURAL.

BOTTOM LINE: A HOHUM EFFORT THAT
SHOULD GO UNNOTICED.
KEY CUTS: CARYTID
EASY, LEFT A SLIDE.

Or does he let his mother and sister
suffer at the hands of his abusive
father?
This movie was a new experience
for me, since I had never been exposed to a film about gypsy life. It
portrays them as thieves and liars,
although very faithful to their family,
their culture and other gypsies. Roberts does a fine job in depicting a
young man torn between loyalty to
his family and a life he prefers to lead
instead. Sarandon does a wonderful
job as well portraying a loving mother
and a devoted, abused wife. Hirsch
convinces the audience that he is a
drunken slimeball. Hayden's character is stern, cunning and wise. Winters has only a small part but it is made
aware that she is a devoted wife even
after it is obvious Hayden degrades
her as well. Shields is a charming preteen who captures each scene she is in
with her innocent smile.
One thing I liked about this movie
was seeing the different ways of the
gypsies (however true to reality). For

V AR IOUS

example, the marriages of gypsy
women were arranged and then they
were sold to their prospective husbands. One thing I didn't like was the
fact that Dave's family did not see
him for at least 10 years, and then all
of a sudden his grandfather shows up
when he is walking down the street
after the bar. How the heck did he
know where he was? Also, Pierson
never let the audience know how Dave
survived all those years living on the
street as a teenager all alone.
However, I did like the movie overall and would recommend it to people
who want a new cinematic experience that deals with a culture very
different from ours. I give King of the
Gypsies three faces. This movie can
be found in the drama section at
Videoland, located on Huff Street in
Winona.

Kerouac-Kicks Joy Darkness
RYCO

THAT DOG
Retreat From The Sun
DGC

Since seeing the film Naked Lunch,
the beat generation has fascinated me.
Never enough to make me become an
English major or anything crazy like
that, but enough to give me a deep
rooted respect for authors like Jack
Kerouac.
No, Jack never made a full musical
album for Ryko. This release is a
spoken word long player with appearances by such modern rockers as
Juliana Hatfield, Michael Stipe, and
Thurston Moore. It also has some of
Jack's old gang like Allen Ginsberg
and William Burroughs. All these
people appear to read excerpts of one
of the greatest American poets and
authors, Mr. Jack Kerouac.
Anyone who enjoys the beat generation should strongly consider this
collection. It is marred by lack luster
readings by people like Steven Tyler,
but some of the interpretations on this
album cannot go unnoticed. I doubt
that this could be enjoyed if you
haven't read the originals, but it is
more than worth a try.

Is it possible that someone in the
DGC organization mixed up Verucca
Salt and That Dog's master tapes?
That is one explanation for the incredibly mainstream album from the latter.
That Dog has made their mark
with errie sounds that are about as
melodic as a 1979 Datsun 510. Retreat From The Sun is still a quirky
release but is now where near the off
the wall "noise is our friend" style that
we used to expect.
The band, including to sisters from
the Hayden family (see San Francisco
jazz history), has all the tools to be as
poppy as they wanna be. Female
vocals, guitars with grit and never
grind, as well as a knack for cute
lyrics. In the past these elements
combined to form very digestible art
rock. This new pop is surprisingly
good. How or why they made the
switch is unknown, but any fan of
Elastica or The Breeders may very
well find themselves coughing up
dough for this bad boy.

BOTTOM LINE: KEROUAC ON CD? WHO'D A
THUNK IT?
KEY CUTS: SILLY GOOFBALL POEMS, MEXICAN
LONELINESS.

BOTTOM LINE: BUZZ BIN
BOUND BOMB.
KEY CUTS: NEVER SAY
NEVER, MINNEAPOLIS.
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Warriors split twinbill with Beavers
Matt Hoppenstedt leads Winona State with a shutout in Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference home opener
By Bradley J. Thede
Sports Reporter
Matt Hoppenstedt could very well
be likened to a mailman. He always
comes through for the team, no matter
if it is sleeting, snowing or as was the
case Friday—raining.
Hoppenstedt picked up his fourth
win of the year against one loss by
tossing a stellar five-hit, 7-0 shutout
to lead Winona State University over
the Bemidji State University Beavers.
The Beavers returned the favor in
the second game of the twinbill with
a 6-2 win at Loughrey Field.
"That was a masterful job," Winona State coach Gary Grob said. "He
was in complete control. He had cornplete command."
Hoppenstedt did not allow a Beaver to advance to second base. Joe
Burgess attempted to stretch a single
in the second inning, but was gunned
down by Warrior rightfielder Mike
Welch after tripping while rounding
first.
Scott Hawley donned the hero's
wig in the first game by supplying the
offensive punch to generate seven
runs for WSU (1-1 Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference, 13-9 overall).
After Jamie Olson dropped down a
bunt single to lead off the Warrior
first inning, Hawley punched an RBI
double to right center field. It plated
the first of WSU's first inning runs.
"That helped a lot," Hoppenstedt
said. "The last game I threw (a 1-0
victory over St. Scholastica March
27), we waited until the last inning to
get a run."
In the fith inning, Hawley stepped
to the dish and promptly belted a tworun homer over the leftfield fence for
the final two Warrior tallies.
Hoppenstedt kept the Beavers (11, 5-11) off balance with a steady diet

of fastballs and curveballs all day.
"I just hate waiting around,"
Hoppenstedt said. "And the defense
played very well behind me. Every
ball they hit hard was right at somebody."
Apparently John Broda took notes..
The Beaver pitcher took his 2.45 ERA
to the hill in the second game and
proceeded to strike out eight Warriors, while issuing one walk. The
Warriors were able to muster up two
runs but it was not enough as the
Beavers notched the 6-2 win.
After scoring two runs in the first
inning, the Beavers got cute using a
suicide squeeze by Dan Johnson to
plate Aaron Halverson.
One inning later things took a turn
for the worse.
Ryan Johnson was knocked from
the game after giving up four hits, and
was relieved by Jeff Weinkauf. He
proceeded to walk two batters, fire a
wild pitch, and hurl a pickoff attempt
at second base into centerfield as BSU
upped their lead to 6-1.
"We had a heck of time getting
their eight and nine hitters out," Grob
said. "Those eight and nine hitters
getting on open the gates for big innings."
Third baseman Dan Johnson and
shortstop Brad Norland filled the eight
and nine spots respectively and prodded two walks a piece out of WSU,
while Norland added a double to the
mix as well.
Shannon Lester provided the lone
offensive highlight in Game 2 for the
Warriors with his fourth homerun of
the year as he muscled up for a solo
shot in the bottom of the seventh.
Johnson (3-2) suffered the loss for
Winona State.
The Warriors are in action again
tomorrow as the Saint Mary's University Cardinals come down from
their nest for a 1:45 contest at
Loughrey Field.

Todd Martin/staff photographer

Warrior Scott Hawley (23) lunges for the pick-off throw as a Bemidji State player prepares to dive for the bag. Winona State won
the first game 7-0, but fell 6-2 to the Beavers in final game of the double header.

Still undefeated in NSIC play
Women's tennis on its way to conference championship
By Lisa Williams
Sports Reporter
Another win over Southwest State
University this weekend boosted the
WSU women's tennis team's Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference
record to 5-0.

With a final score of 4-3, the Warriors have become a prime team for
competion in the conference championships.
The only team standing in the way
of this title is the University of Minnesota- Morris, whom the Warriors have
yet to battle.

Many of the players contributed to
the weekend win, including Sarah
Burgdorff, who led the way with a
three-set victory.
Gina Scipioni and Lara Ruud's 85 in doubles awarded them the win.
Also representing WSU was
Kristin Piotrowski. Her 6-1, 6-2 score

notched the No. five singles win, defeating Sarah Kmetz.
Smooth performances were again
seen by Susan Radar and Jill Johnson
as they crushed Kmetz and Traci
Vaadeland 8-2.
WSU competes at the Eau Claire
Invitational Friday and Saturday.

Softball team plays for recognition
Second-place finish in UNI-Dome Invitational gives Warriors chance for national ranking
By Chris Connelly
Sports Reporter
Myron Smith and the Winona State
University softball team is on its way
to the goal that was set at the beginning of the season.
The goal is to win the Northern

Sun Intercollegiate Conference and
to earn rank among Division II
schools.
11 the WSU softball team had beat
Mankato State University on Sunday
in the UNI-Dome Invitational, the
Warriors would have been ranked in
the region.

"It would be pretty big news if we
got ranked," WSU softball coach
Myron Smith said.
The Warriors faced the Mankato
State Mavericks, ranked 14th in National Collegiate Athletic Association Division II, and lost 5-4 in extra
innings, to settle for the runner-up

trophy in the championship game.
"It was a well played game by both
teams, Mankato just got one more
run," Smith said. "It was softball at
it's best. It was a great game to watch."
Winona State had pulled out a 4-1

Warrior of the week...

Mike Welch: The Juice squeezes action
By Anna L. Derocher
Sports Editor

Rachel McConnell/staff photographer

Have you ever wondered how many people actually play baseball for the
Winona State University Warriors?
If you walk around campus, youmay think there are 300 or so members on the
team by the number of baseball jackets donned by people. In actuality, there are
only 35 members who play varsity ball.
Mike Welch, right fielder for theWarriors doesn't wear his jacket around
campus--only to and from practiceand during games.
"When I was a freshman, I thought it was cool to wear a jacket," Mike
said. "But now there are too many people with them."
Mike said those jackets are a good way for the team to raise money to go
on trips and that is all right by him thatthere are so many baseball jackets floating around.
Believe it or not Mike had neverplayed organized baseball until he was a freshman in
high school.
The Milwaukee native said it washard to get into a baseball league so he started playing
softball because his dad played sever) nights a week when Mike was little.
He also used to play a game called'Sti ikcout" with his friends which consisted
of a big "X" drawn in a rectangular box.If the pitcher got the ball inside the box,

See Mike, page 8

Winona State's Adam Key prepares to serve to his UM-Duluth
opponent Friday. The Warriors were blanked 7-0.

Men's tennis shut out
By Lisa Williams
Sports Reporter
A score of 7-0 paved the way for
the University of Minnesota-Duluth
to defeat the WSU men's tennis team
Friday.
Brian Sewall was defeated at the

No.2 singles by Justin Seim, 7-5, 6-3.
Sewall and Kunihiko Sakai also
experienced additional loses, falling
behind 6-3, 7-6 in the No.1 doubles.
This gave the win to Blake Hankey
and Craig Gordon.
The Warrior's record currently sits
at 2-5.
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It's finally here

Scoreboard
BASEBALL
Friday, April 4
Bemidji State 100 140 0-6
WSU
000 100 1-2
Broda and Bartosiowski;
Johnson, Weinkauf (4), Barnett (4)
and Zydowski. WP-Broda. LPJohnson.

WSU
002 102 x-5 7 5
Miller and Gramenz; Lockwood
and Fabsik. WP-Lockwood. LPMiller. HR-none.
UW-River Falls 100 000 0-1 2 3
WSU
021 000 x-3 3 1
Benoy and May; Dzurison and
Kuehn. WP-Dzurison. LP-Benoy.
HR-none

Saturday, April 5
BSU
000 000 0-0
WSU
400 012 x-7
Theis and Fredericks;
Hoppenstedt and Braund. WPHoppenstedt. LP-Theis.

SOFTBALL
Sunday, April 6
Mankato 000 013 001-5 12 2
WSU
001 300 000-4 10 2
A. Smith, Stierien (6) and
Hillstrom; Dzurison, Lockwood (8)
and Kuehn, WP-Stierien. LPLockwood. HR-none.
N. D. State

010 000 1-2 4 4

UW-River Falls 000 000 0-0 2 2
WSU
010 000 x-1 4 5
Masanz and May; Lockwood and
Fabsik. WP-Lockwood. LP-Masanz.
HR-Granquist
N.D. State
000 000 1-1 5 3
WSU
010 000 1-2 62
Miller and Gramenz; Dzurison and
Keuhn. WP-Dzurison. LP-Miller.
HR-none.

Friday, April 4
WSU
000 002 0-2 4 4
Augustana
110 003 x-5 6 3
Dzurison and Kuehn; Connolly,
Kriech and B utor. WP-Connolly. LP-

Dzurison. HR-none.
Concordia-St. Paul 020 10- 3 5 4
WSU
251 5x-13 17 3
Lockwood. Ruf (5) and Fabsik;
Stenkey and Peteuso. WP-Lockwood.
LP-Stenkey. HR-none.
WSU
000 001 3-4 4 1
St. Xavier
000 000 1-1 3 3
Lockwood and Fabsik; Dugan and
Kading. WP-Lockwood. LP-Dugan.
HR-Dugan (SX).

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Saturday, April 5
WSU 4, Southwest State 3
Singles
Heda Hlavova (SSU) d. Nicole
Jenkel, 6-2, 6-0; Jen Cadwell (SSU)
d. Susan Rader, 6-1, 6-3; Sarah
13urgdortI(WSU) d. Melissa Peterson,
7-6 (4). 3-6, 6-3; Kristy McCourtney
(SSU) d. Lara Ruud, 6-2, 6-0; Gina
Scipioni (WSU) d. Traci Vaadeland,
6-2, 6-3; Kristin Piotrowski (WSU)d.
Sarah Kmetz, 6-1, 6-2.

Doubles
Hlavova-Cadwell (SSU) d.
Jenkel-Burgdorff, 8-4; ScipioniRuud (WSU), 8-5; Rader-Jill
Johnson (WSU) d. VaadelandKmetz, 8-2.

MEN'S TENNIS
Friday, April 4
UM-Duluth 7, WSU 0
Singles
Blake Hankey tUMD) d.
Kunihiko Sakai, 6-3, 6-2; Justin.
Seim (UMD) d. Brian Sewall 7-5,
6-3; Josh Stokka (UMD) d. Jeff
Fedor, 6-1, 6-1; Rich Slachta
(UMD) d. Ben Bushaw, 6-2, 6-1;
Scott Holm (UMD) d. Adam Key,
6-1, 6-1; Jeff Skubic (UMD) d.
Justin Flattum, 6-0, 6-1.
Doubles
Craig Gordon-Flankey (UMD)
d. Sakai-Sewall, 6-3, 7-6 (7-5);
Seim-Slachta (UMD) d. FedorBushaw, 6-3, 6-1; Stokka-Skubic
(UMD) d. Key-Flatturn, 6-0, 6-3.

Pitcher of World Series one-hitter
says he didn't cheat on the field
Associate Press
JACKSON, Miss.-- Fifty years after he threw his last pitch in the major
leagues, Claude Passeau is still trying
to convince people that he didn't cheat
on the mound.
The hard-throwing pitcher who
ti ssed a one-hit shutout for the Chicago Cubs in the 1945 World Series
earned a reputation during his 13 major-league seasons as being a spitballer.
Passeau, a Mississippi native who
turns 88 on Wednesday, insists that is
an undeserved label.
"They put it on my baseball card
that I was a cheater," Passeau said,
pulling from his shirt pocket a card
with the label "spitballer???" plastered above a picture from his playing
days. "I couldn't throw a spitball if it
was legal."
Passeau relied on a lively fastball
that he says was clocked at more than
96 mph. He admits he didn't have a
curve ball.
"I threw different speeds and sunk
the ball and slid it ... things like that,"
Passeau said. "I have been told it was
one of the liveliest fastballs some of
the scouts ever saw.
"I knew I wasn't cheating. I didn't
know what I was doing myself," he
said, recalling one visit to the league
commissioner's office. "I told him,
I'm not cheating, that's my natural

fastball' ... and what I got by on."
That active fastball was good
enough to win 162 games for the
Pirates (1935), Phillies (1936-39) and
Cubs (1939-47). Passeau was an allstar four times, starting for the National League squad in the 1946 game.
A half-century removed from his
playing days, Passeau still watches
the Cubs on television three or four
times a week from his home in
Lucedale. He has turned over his farm
equipment dealership to his son.
Despite his age, Passeau still gets
around on his own. He drove 160
miles from south Mississippi to Jackson two weeks ago to be honored by
Millsaps College, where he won 12
letters in several sports from 192731
While in Jackson, Passeau visited
for the Mississippi Sports Museum
and Hall of Fame with the current
Millsaps baseball team. They viewed
highlights of Passeau's World Series
one-hitter, which remains one of the
most impressive postseason pitching
performances of all time.
"It was one of the easiest games I
ever pitched," Passeau said. "I only
pitched to 28 batters. Every time I
threw the ball, they swung at it. I
walked one and had one get a hit."
At the time, the one-hitter against
the Detroit Tigers was only the second in World Series history. It came

11 years before the Don Larsen's perfect game, the only no-hitter ever in a
World Series game.
Passeau played in a bygone era
before players' contracts and memorabilia were worth millions of dollars.
Souvenirs from Passeau's playing
days are priceless, but he has nothing
left.
Passeau gave away uniforms, allstar bats and the catcher's mitt that
caught the last ball of his World Series pitching gem.
"I just never cared anything about
that," he admits. "I had a bag with 2530 balls autographed by all-stars and
from World Series and certain games.
I came home one day, it was sprinkling rain, and my boy and two more
little boys had my bag of balls out in
the rain playing with them.
"I got them, they were soaking wet
and the autographs were gone."
Washed away were autographs
from the likes of Babe Ruth, Lou
Gehrig and Charlie Gehringer.
But Passeau still has vivid memories, including two games against
coach Leo Durocher, who "was always riding me."
Passeau had a 3-0 lead in the ninth
inning of one game before Durocher's
squad before the bases loaded in the
ninth inning. After a meeting on the
mound with his catcher, the pitcher

threw a steady stream of fastballs.
"My catcher went back and just
starting giving signals," he said. "Onetwo-three, 14 pitches and I struck out
three. That was one of my better days."
The bases were empty another
game, and Deroucher was getting on
the pitcher again.
"I kept telling him he better shut
up," Passeau recalls. "Instead of stepping toward home plate, I stepped
right toward their bench and threw it
right into the dugout."
Nobody was hit, but a message
was sent.
While denying he ever cheated on
the field, Passeau admits that he did
stretch the rules to play professionally during the summers while attending Millsaps.
"I played under 12 different names
from Montreal to Mexico city to
Hutchinson, Kan.," he said. "I would
play two or three weeks in one place
under one name, then go over yonder
500 miles and find out who needed
pitching.
"I would go out there and throw
that ball by them. They couldn't understand why somebody hadn't already signed me. I told them I just
don't like to play, that I was just
playing because I just couldn't get
another job. And I was most of the
time."

Track and field team finishes eight of 14
CEDAR FALLS, Iowa - The Winona State University women's track
and field team had a strong showing at
the Norse Relays with an eighth place
finish in the 14-team meet.
Top finisher for the Warriors was
Lisa Stockel with a fourth-place javelin throw of 110-feet-7.
Nicole Fisher finished strong for

WSU with a shot put throw of 11.2
meters-good for sixth place.
Megan Radatz, Lisa Kaiser, Angie
Hammond and April Eichhorn took
sixth in the distance-medley relay in
14 minutes, 34.04 seconds.
The Warriors' 4 x 400-meter relay
team consisting of Kaiser, Katie
Kolles, Lori Mikl and Erica

Wikenhauser finished eighth in
4:40.04.
Luther College took first place with
172 points, followed by Wartburg
College (82), the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point (67 1/2), UWEau Claire (64), St. Olaf College (62),
Grinnell College (50 1/2), UW-

Whitewater (25 1/2), St. Ambrose
College (22), the University of Minnesota-Duluth (21), Augustana College (17), Coe College (12 1/2), SMU
(8) and Upper Iowa University (1).
The Warriors will compete Saturday at the UW-Whitewater Invitational.

University of Wisconsin-River Falls,
picking up a 3-1 win.
When Sarah Kuehn got up to the
plate, River Falls had to watch out.
She went 2-for-2, drove home two
runs and stole three bases, against
UW-River Falls.
"The difference between this year
and last year is that we have two very
reliable pitchers," Smith said. "It
makes a big difference."
Even though the Warriors dominated the second game against River
Falls, the first game was not as easy.
The only run scored was in the second
inning by Angie Granquist, who
slammed it over the fence for a home
run.
North Dakota State University was
shut out until the seventh inning when
it tied the game at one. Chrissy
Clements led off the bottom of the

inning with a single. What moved her
to second was a sacrifice bunt. A wild
throw allowed her to come home to
bring in the win.
Concordia College of St. Paul was
blown out of the water by Winona
State. Five innings was all it took for
the Warriors to seal the victory.
Michelle Kelsey and Shannon
Smith had three hits a piece to lead a
17-hit rampage that brought the Warriors to an 8-2 lead. Clements,
Krueger, Pelzl, and Granquist each
had two hits.
A 5-21oss on Friday to Augustana,
a team ranked 20th in NCAA Division II softball, put the Warriors at a
4-1 record, which tied three other
teams for pool play. WSU was seeded
third.
Winona State tied Augustana at
two when Granquist hit a two-run

triple in the top of the sixth. The
Warriors had three errors, two walks,
and a single which allowed the Vikings to bring in three runs in the sixth
inning.
The opener was a great start and a
confidence builder for the Warriors.
Krueger opened the sixth with a triple
and scored on Pelzl's ground out. St.
Xavier allowed three walks and three
errors in the seventh to give WSU
three runs.
"We have so many outstanding
players on the team, that it is hard to
stand out as an individual," Smith
said. "We are looking forward to
future double headers with St. Cloud
and Mankato. Then we will get our
chance to prove ourselves worthy of a
ranking in the future."
Winona State travels to the UWRiver Falls tomorrow.

Softball
Continued from page 7
lead in the fifth inning but the Mavericks came out of a one run rut in the
sixth inning and brought in three hits
to tie it up 4-4.
To WS U's dread, Heather Hillson's
RBI single in the ninth was the decision for MSU.
Rachel Lockwood (9-2) increased
her winning record by one, when the
Warriors headed off against North
Dakota State University (26-10),
ranked fifth in the region, with a 5-2
win. Lockwood pitched a completegame four-hitter with four strike outs
and no walks. Kelly Klaverkamp hit
a two-out, two-run single in the third
inning. Lori Mojsiej tripled in the
sixth inning and came home on a
single by Becky Krueger.
In the quarter-final game of the
invitational, Kristine Dzurisian struck
out five and walked four against the

Interleague play; here to stay?
Associated Press
HOUSTON-Now that the 20th
century is almost over, major league
baseball has decided to join it.
Interleague play, realignment, revenue sharing. It seems there's been
more innovative thinking in baseball's
cobwebbed inner sanctum in the last
few years than in the last century.
And now what' s this? Spring training in Texas, the Rio Grande Valley
to be more specific?
Here you have a warm climate, a
large conglomerate of northern visitors with loyalties to major league
teams, a huge baseball-crazed Latin
population, spring breakers by the
thousands and no competition from
other major league teams. Mexico
would offer an added fan base.
So what's not to like?
Nothing, really and that's exactly
why in earlier times, say three-four
years ago, the concept would have
been hooted off the agenda immediately as being too logical. It's never
been done before so that makes it
wrong.
The owners would have returned
to their flat-world thinking with a
collective `harrumph' to discuss more
important items such as bringing back
knickers and creating nostalgia by
having all teams travel by train.
Now, there actually seems to be a
new mood in baseball and that's allowing the Texas Rangers and Houston Astros to put their beany caps
together to look at new ways of improve their marketability and their
profits-starting in Texas.
Astros owner Drayton McLane
admitted to being a baseball neophyte
when he purchased the franchise but
it didn't take a grocer's son long to
realize changes had to be made for
baseball to survive escalating salaries
and expenses.
He likes problem solving and he's
got a doozy here.
"I enjoy trying to deal with complex issues," McLane said. "Baseball
needs to change dramatically. Look at
the changes we've already had. Five
years ago no one would have dreamed
we'd have revenue sharing and
interleague play.
"I think now you will start to see a
lot of dramatic changes. Baseball
needs it."
Spring training in the Valley would
be attractive for not only baseball

loving Texans and spring and winter
visitors but a vast audience in northern Mexico.
Mexico could be the idea's biggest
customer according to Bill Summers,
president of the Rio Grande Valley
Partnership, which is heading the
drive.
"Mexico is going to make it go,"
Summers said. "Their two major
sports are soccer and baseball. There's
4-5 million people 150 miles away in
Monterrey."
Summers hopes to have a referendum in November seeking voter approval for the project, which he says
will be a boon for Valley business.
"Businesses here realize what it
would do," Summers said. "We'd like
to create something like the Fiesta
Texas that San Antonio has to bring in
people. People need places to stay
and eat. It would be a nice attraction."
Not everyone is for the idea.
"We've got a selling job to do,"
Summers said. "Most of the people
down here are for it but some of the
older folks just see it as more tax
money," Summers said. "They say
they won't go to the games so why
should they have to pay more taxes.
"My response is that everyone
doesn't use the highways but we have
to pay taxes for those who do."
In addition to the Rangers and
Astros, Cincinnati and Kansas City
are possible candidates and the Partnership would like to attract two other
teams, especially one of the Canadian
teams.
The Rangers, Astros, Reds and
Royals are at the bottom of the attendance rankings for spring training and
it seems to get worse each year. The
biggest crowds are usually cheering
for the other team because winter
visitors or retirees come to see their
home town teams.
The Rangers and Astros would get
more Texans on their side in the Valley but the biggest factor in McLane's
mind is the lack of other entertainment competition. No Disney World,
no theme parks.
"Look at the attendance in Arizona, it's a third more than it is here
(Florida)," McLane said.
I say it's encouraging for the sport
and a good idea for Texans and Valley
visitors so let's go for it.
Just maybe the baseball world is
going to be round after all.

Mike
Continued from page 7
it was ruled a strike. The game only
had room for three players-a pitcher,
a batter and an outfielder.
So when it came time for baseball
tryouts at Marquette University High
School in Milwaukee the freshman
had a 19 percent chance of making
the team-there were 96 boys trying
out for 18 spots. Mike ended up one
of two freshmen on the "Keep List"
after the first day of tryouts.
Marquette High is an all-boys
school and Mike said people automatically assume things about the
people who attend those kinds of high
schools.
"People immediately think you're
weird," Mike said. "They think we
have no interaction with girls, but we
do. People also think we're stuck up."
Mike was able to go to Marquette
with grants and scholarships.
"Thirty percent of the kids are
poor," Mike said. "They worked their
asses off to go there."
Mike's experience in high school
gave him the drive to succeed in college.
As a walk on for the Warriors,
Mike is making it through college
with the assistance of academic scholarships.
His freshman year at WSU, Mike
played junior varsity ball as a walk
on. The next year Mike redshirted
due to medical reasons.
"The injury was a blessing in disguise," Mike explained because opportunities came his junior year in
school when he had sophomore eligibility for baseball.
"I was the last to make the team,"
Mike said. "I found out right before
the trip to Florida and I finally played
in the last game down there."
Mike went 3-3 in that game including a triple off the center wall
which is his most memorable moment in baseball.

"Shane Collins got hurt which
gave me an opportunity," Mike said
about earning a starting position in
right field. "A lot was going on with
me. Hard work finally paid off."
With his most memorable moment comes Mike's most
embarrassing.This season with nobody out and Joe Zydowski on first,
Mike hit into a double play. When
Mike reached first, he threw his helmet expecting the first base coach to
bring it to the dug out for him. It took
him a couple seconds and,he realized
there were only two outs-not
three-and that no one would be
bringing his glove to him. So Mike
grabbed his helmet and hurried into
the dugout where he says his teammates dished him a lot of grief.
Mike believes this year's team is
the most cohesive he has played on.
He says the team gets together outside of the playing field which hasn't
always been done in the past.
"We have the potential to be good
because of our team concept," Mike
said. "We accept everyone. We're
like a big family."
Because of the excellent coaching staff, the Warriors have also succeeded.
"Coach Grob is an excellent
coach," Mike said. "He is wise beyond his years. He has been around
so long that he knows every aspect of
the game of anyone I know."
As for Mike, once he graduates
from WSU, he plans to reside in the
Milwaukee area. He hopes to be involved in sports marketing for the
Brewers.
After a long hard battle, Mike is
succeeding at school and baseball.
Just remember, you might not recognize him as a baseball player because
he doesn't wear his jacket around
campus.
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Ride Into Spring
With BROTHERS
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or fast relief from the nagging ache.ol taxes,
we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs

as retirement income, the money you don't send
to Washington can work even harder for you.

are tax-deferred annuities designed to help build

What else do SRAs offer? A full range of

additional assets—money that can help make the

investment choices and the financial expertise

difference between living and living well after

of TIAA-CREF—America's largest retirement

your working years are over.
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Contributions to your SRAs are deducted
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To find out more, stop by your benefits office

from your salary on a pretax basis, so you pay

or give us a call at 1 800 842-2888. We'll show

less in taxes now. And since earnings on your

you how SRAs can lower your taxes.

SRAs are also tax deferred until you receive them
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Do it today—it couldn't hurt.
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snore Orripicre information. including charges and expenses.
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"Always the Best Specials, Always the Most Fun! "
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Main OUTLET Store

Located in the west side of Winona Mall
Free Hot Dog & Coke
with any purchase !
Mall Wide Activities

(Sat. April 12th, 10am - 5pm)
Our Spring Savings Are In FULL 13LOOM I
-

Timberwolves
Gopher- Apparel

REGISTER FOR
FREE PRIZES !
25% Off Store W

30%
OFF
w/ Student ID

Ts hirts : $3.00 & L i

Swealsbirts:$9.99 & up

Lng Sleeve Polos:$5.00
Cardigans: $10.00

Sale lasts from
April 9th April 20th
Some Exclusions apply

Store Hours:
M-F 10am -9pm
Sat
10am - 5pm
Sun
1 1am - 5pm

Outdoor T's
Sport T's
Golf Sweatshirts
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Be happy, damn it.
Everywhere I look lately, there has been a lot of negative thoughts being
published in area newspapers. Almost all the letters to the editor or editorials I have read
talk about misquotes, cover-ups, libel, lies, cheating, pain and suffering, wobbley poll
results, dissing, fronting, rhyming and stealing. It's all for the sole purpose of creating
a make-believe magical fairy land of controversy and false sense of power, where little
elves and enchanted bunnies frolic about in the secret journalistic mist. It's time to stop
the insanity.
We live in Winona, Minnesota. It's spring. There's a lot of good, happy things to
write about.
In the season of rejuvenation and birth, a blazing inferno attempted to gut the city
and what happened? The townspeople pulled together and not only put out the raging fire,
but turned it into the biggest social event since last year's Springfest. Flames soared high
and spirits even higher as 200 people watched one of Winona's biggest eyesores go down
in a blaze of glory. I'm going again next year for sure!
Last week, the city of Winona thought it would be all right if they left a giant house
sit in the middle of the busiest street in the city for 3 days. Did the townspeople rebel,
revolt or even complain about the inconvenience? Heck no, brother! It turned up as a
quirky news story on the front page. That's the kind of neat home town happy atmosphere
I'm talking about!
As I sit here right now, Dave Adams is next to me brewing up one of his patented
acid tongued retorts. He is very distraught, but instead of agitating him more like I usually
do. I reassure him that summer is on the way. I say, "Dave, soon the river will be abound
with fish and the trees will boast a bounty of fruits of the likes ye have never seen." Dave
smiles. I have made him happy.
Happiness is everywhere; it's in the freshly built walls of a beaver lodge, it's in
the snowflakes that land on your eye lashes, it's in the plush grass of the 12th green at the
Lawsonia Golf Course one steamy, 8th grade summer night. Ahh, I remember it as if it
were yesterday, your tender, heaving chest glistening in the moonlight, the quivering of
your untamed Uh, nevermind.
The point is that happiness is all around us, even if it is hard to find once in awhile.
Just the other day , as I was walking through the park, I thought I had no more happy
thoughts left inside of me, when out of no where came this pleasant, strapping young man.
He said, "Thank you for not sewing my eyes and mouth shut and locking me in
a closet for 3 to 4 weeks."

And I said, "Hey man, any time!"
I felt glad that I hadn't done that to him.
Then I saw a robin. As she glided away, I wished her good fortune with her
newborns, as I am sure that they too will follow in their mothers footsteps and greet me
next year, in this time again, as spring once again waves its wand of effervescence.
You see, we must look beyond all the blatant injustices and hollow faces that bear
their ugly brow now and again. There is always a silver lining at the end of the tunnel.
I' m pretty sure my girlfriend's not pregnant, let's go have an 0' Doul' s.
142MV.as-
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Booby Trap

Last weeks Booby Trap answers

Due to the overwhelming lack of
response to last week's quiz, I'm
making this weeks quiz focus on
something we all know and love,
Winona State University. As
always, put your answers In the
Winonan mailbox by next Monday
and you may be the proud new
of an autographed electric can
opener.

1. Johnny Fever's brief stint in TV was called " Gotta Dance".
2. Pee Wee Herman's robot on Pee Wee's Playhouse was
named Con ky.
3. Arnold Jackson's goldfish on Different Strokes was named
Abraham.
4. B.A. Baracus of The A-Team hated to fly in airplanes.
5. Homer Simpson's hit song when he was in the B-Sharp's
was called "Baby on Board".
6. On Three's Company, Larry's last name is Dallas, short
for Dalliopoulous.
7. Jerry Seinfeld has a green Klein mountain bike hanging on
the wall of his apartment.
8. The name of the helicopter on Rip Tide is the "Screamin'
Mimi".
9. The name of the dog of Empty Nest is Dreyfus.
10.Alf's favorite food is cats.

1. What is the official name of the
cafeteria?
2. What kind of animal was the
statue that three WSU students
tried stealing this fall?
3. What was the nickname of the
1994 Homecoming King?
4. What were two students found
doing on the railroad tracks
that helped cancel this year's
Springiest?
5. What does KQAL stand for?

Last week's winner, Dave Serritella, scored a 9 1/2 out
of ten in last week's quiz. The half point came from Dave's
number 5 answer. He argued that "My Coney-Island Girl" was
a bigger hit for the B-Sharps than "Baby on Board" when it is
obvious that "Baby" was the one song that defined their career.
Dave received one pickle for his effort. The autographed
electric can opener is still up for grabs.

Dean

continued from page 4

3) Doesn't an accident report include a little chart that shows where
ing, keep me from driving on
the victims were found in the vehicle?
Riverview Drive, keep me wonder4) Why go through the process of
ing and wondering and wondering
paying to have an accident report writsome more about what exactly hapten up if you never plan on releasing
pened that night. I thought the report
the details of the report?
would answer a lot of my questions. I
5)
How much did Minnesota
thought it would bring about some
taxpayers pay to have this report prekind of closure to this whole thing.
pared?
Instead it's left me with nothing but
6) Why did every paper in town
questions, questions that may be anand out of town rely on the police to
swered in twenty years or so, whenrelease information about this case?
ever it is that the Freedom of InformaWhat ever happened to investigative
tion Act kicks in and opens up the
journalism?
report to the public, but until then the
7) How come everybody knows
questions remain.
the blood-alcohol level of the victims
Here are a few questions I'd ask
even though they've never been offiabout the accident if I could find
cially released?
anyone to answer them:
8) Why are Anne Locher's parents
I ) Was there marijuana found in
trying to make a case against local
the vehicle? How much?
bars and bartenders for what hap2) Was there money exchanged to
pened to their daughter? Had she been
keep this whole affair quiet? How
drinking?
much?
9) Do the victims' families get the

toxicology reports of all of the victims or just of their own son or daughter?
10) Were the dogs in the vehicle or
in the carrier?
1 1) Why didn't the driver ever use
the brakes?
12) Where were these people between 1:00 am and 3:00 am'?
13) Were there any bottles found
in the vehicle?
14) The community helped search
for these people so why did Saint
Mary's close off their campus during
the memorial service?
15) Why isn't anyone else asking
questions?
Questions. A lot of questions.
Questions that everybody knows the
answers to, but questions that, thanks
to Police Chief Pomeroy and the City
Attorney, will never be officially answered. Everybody knows that what
they did was a cop-out (no pun intended). Thanks for nothing!
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$1000's POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part
Time. At Home.
Toll Free
(1) 800-218-9000
Ext. R-8731 for
Listings.
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$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part Time.
At Home. Toll Free
(1) 800-218-9000
Ext. T-873 for
Listings.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
You don't have to end up
behind a desk or cash register
this summer. Live, play & work
in the great outdoors at a girls'
summer resident camp. Put
your education to work--you
can make a difference in a
child's life. Girl Scout Council
of Greater Minneapolis has
these positions avail: Business
& Program Directors, Health
Supervisors, Counselors,
Lifeguards, Art and Nature
Specialists, Challenge Course
Staff, Riding Staff, Trip
Director, Animal Farm
Specialist. Salary, room &
board, health insurance. June
15-August 23. Write/call for a
application packet: Human
Resources, Girl Scout Council
of Greater Mpls, 5601
Brooklyn Blvd., Minneapolis,
MN 55429. (612) 535-4602.
Ext. 297. Or e-mail:plindgren@girlscoutsmpls.org

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings
your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891
EXT C200

Dance Instructors
Needed!
Please call 608-7850346

OPPORTUNI'T'IES
The Engineering Club will
be selling drawing tickets to
defray the cost of their Antec
Trip. Tickets are only $1.00.
Stop by the table in the
lower hyphen, April 1st and
4th from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. for more information
and to purchase tickets! The
Engineering Club thanks you
for your support.

GOV'T FORECLOSED
homes from pennies $1.
Delinquent Tax, Repo's,
REO's. Your Area. Toll
Free (1) 800-218-9000
Ext. H-8731 for current
listings.
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SEIZED CARS from
$175. Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your
Area. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. A8731
for current listings.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Having trouble with
school, relationships,
family or other issues?
Confidential
counseling, call Linda:
454-3900
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